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 TruTops Calculate system is based on visual inspection and is equally suitable for a wide range of sheet metal processing
applications. Not just for evaluating the hole-free gap for the welding operation, but also for making the right decisions with
respect to surface processing and milling. With its intuitive user interface, TruTops Calculate help you to analyze and manage

surface problems, milling defects, and manufacturing quality and efficiency. It is easy to learn and does not require many
programming skills to achieve results with TruTops Calculate . TruTops Calculate offers  all the essential features of

an effective surface inspection and mill control software: it is ready to provide you with a unique overview, precise evaluation
and control tool for any part-by-part surface inspection and milling operation. ![TruTops Calculate enables surface evaluation

and automated milling.[]{data-label="fig:teaser"}](Fig_1-TruTopsCalculate.png){width="0.85\columnwidth"} TruTops
Calculate is already widely adopted by operators of sheet metal processing mills. Because of its powerful features and user-

friendly interfaces, TruTops Calculate has been used by hundreds of sheet metal processing companies for evaluating milling
processes and evaluating the hole-free gap during welding, milling, or stamping operations. ![This figure illustrates the workflow
of TruTops Calculate : $(a)$ an instrument diagram showing the automatic registration of the test object, $(b)$ a test object in

detail, and $(c)$ the used tool for surface evaluation.[]{data-
label="fig:workflow"}](Fig_2-Workflow.png){width="0.85\columnwidth"} TruTops Calculate integrates a tutorial which helps

the beginner to learn the basic functionalities. The more advanced users can use the helpful customization features to extend
TruTops Calculate with their own special functions and customize the interface. TruTops Calculate is

an automated surface inspection and mill control system 82157476af
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